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Abstract 
Like many divided communities, Cyprus presents tourists with ambiguous messages 

about its recent conflict; on the one hand erasing it in favour of ‘Sun, Sea and Sand’ 

vacations, and on the other hand foregrounding the conflict in order to justify entrenched 

ideological positions.  This paper examines the narratives of conflict that are made 

available for tourists in cultural institutions such as museums and memorials.  It outlines 

the dominant narrative of partition and illustrates how that narrative is coming under 

pressure from increasing moves towards reconciliation and full EU membership.  In 

addition, the paper identifies new forms of ‘political tourism’ and examines how these 

activities are disrupting entrenched ideological positions.  

 

1. The Narrative of Partition 
Once the Berlin wall crumbled in 1989, the Cypriot capital of Nicosia became the last divided city in 

Europe.  While the peace walls of West Belfast and the cratered walkways of Sarajevo speak of other 

urban divisions, they do not compare with the strange ‘Dead Zone’ that splits the island of Cyprus in 

two and bisects the Twelfth Century Venetian walls of Nicosia.  Indeed, “the rift is the essence of 

Nicosia, and by extension, of the island.”1  This Dead Zone—sometimes called the Buffer Zone—

surrounds and protects the 1974 border that is meant to separate Greek Cypriots in the South from 

Turkish Cypriots in the North.2  In many ways, the Dead Zone acts as a Cypriot time capsule 

preserving an early 1970s version of the island: ‘whole streets with empty houses and shuttered 

shops were enclosed within this no-man’s land.  A huge underground car park and showroom is still 

crammed with 1974-model vehicles, canopied in dust.  A café, the Olympus hotel, schools, gardens, 

fine old balconies—all deserted, as time stopped still in a moment of furious violence.’3  The most 

poignant symbol of this time warp is the old Nicosia Airport which lies adjacent to the current United 

Nations (UNFICYP) headquarters.  Its crumbling pre-fabricated architecture is now surrounded by 

                                                 
1 M. Dubin, Rough Guide to Cyprus (4th Edition)(London: Rough Guides, 2002), p. 253. 
2 In physical terms, the Green Line is 180 km long, while the surrounding Dead Zone covers 3% of the island’s total land mass 
(approx. 5349 ha). It establishes a space between North and South between 3 and 8 km wide, except in some urban areas of 
Nicosia where there are only a few metres separating the two communities. Since 1974, the Dead Zone has been populated by 
the UN forces in Cyprus (UNFICYP) and about 9000 local residents—mostly Greek Cypriot villagers—who farm the land 
between thes e two communities; see N. Kliot and Y. Mansfield, “The Political Landscape of Partition: the Case of Cyprus”, 
Political Geography, Vol. 16, No. 6, 1997, p. 505. 
3 Kliot and Mansfield, ‘The Political Landscape of Cyprus’, p. 505. 
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rusted barbed wire—an eerie reminder of the early potential of the Cypriot tourist industry. [Fig. 1 

‘Nicosia Airport’] 

 

Figure 1—Nicosia Airport (photography by author) 

While the creepy silence of the Dead Zone presents many challenges to conventional understandings 

of sovereignty, its geopolitical function is depressingly familiar.4  Like all borders, this bisection of 

Cyprus is sustained by competing claims about history, identity, sovereignty, community and authority 

that continually divide Greek Cypriots from Turkish Cypriots.  As Constantinou and Papadakis argue, 

the logic of the Cypriot border is straightforward: ‘The formula and moral lesson are strikingly clear as 

much as they are simplistic: our own community and tie to territory has been historically and 

scientifically proven whereas the others’ is fictitious, mythical, and a product of propaganda.’5  It is not 

difficult to see how the logic of difference in Cyprus is similar to other divided cities where the 

complexity of the other ‘becomes simplified, darkened and conspiratorial’.6  Indeed, Papadakis argues 

that Cypriots have become so entrenched in their opposing ideological positions that they can only 

hear ‘echoes from the dead zone’ that reflect and reinforce their own prejudices.7  This paper 

examines how that logic of difference manifests itself through a powerful narrative of partition that is 

made available to both locals and tourists in various Cypriot cultural institutions.  More specifically, it 

                                                 
4 O. Richmond and C. Constantinou, ‘The Long Mile of Empire: power, legitimation and the UK bases in Cyprus’, Mediterranean 
Politics, Vol. 10, No. 1, 2004, pp. 65-84. 
5 C. Constantinou and Y. Papadakis, ‘The Cypriot State(s) in situ: Cross-ethnic contact and the discourse of recognition’ in T. 
Diez, ed. The European Union and the Cyprus Conflict: Modern Conflict, Postmodern Union (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2002), p. 82. 
6 S. Bollens, ‘City and Soul: Sarajevo, Johannesburg, Jerusalem, Nicosia’, City, Vol. 5, No. 2, 2001, p. 184. 
7 Y. Papadakis, Echoes From the Dead Zone (London: I.B. Taurus, 2005). 
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asks how that narrative is coming under pressure from increasing political moves toward Cypriot 

reconciliation and full EU membership.  

Cyprus has been such a popular Mediterranean destination for Northern European tourists since the 

mid-1960s that political instability and ethnic conflict did not deter holiday-makers from enjoying the 

island.  Indeed, tourism has grown exponentially on Cyprus despite three major geopolitical incidents: 

the partition in 1974, the first Gulf War in 1990-91, and inter-communal violence along the Green Line 

in 1976. 8  However, the 1974 division resulted in a ‘dual tourist infrastructure’ in which Southern 

Cyprus has become extremely successful in comparison with the North. 9  The South capitalised on 

growing mass tourism to the Mediterranean in the 1970s and developed ‘Sun, Sand and Sea’ resorts 

at Larnaca, Limassol, Paphos and Ayia Napa.  Many of these businesses were operated by Greek 

Cypriot refugee families who had previously owned hotels and tourist businesses in the North but had 

been displaced by the events of 1974.  Two years after partition, the South had exceeded pre-1974 

tourist arrivals despite losing the resort capacity of Khyrenia and Famagusta in the North. 10  The 

tourist industry in the North was much slower to develop—indeed, in the twenty years after partition 

tourist arrivals in the South outnumbered those in the North by 5:1. 11  The major obstacles to 

developing a successful tourist industry in the North have been its lack of recognition by the 

international community and the South’s refusal to allow sea, air, or land travel between the two 

areas.12  As a result, the North has had to rely mainly on visitors from mainland Turkey: ‘Without 

Turkish tourists, who visit throughout the year, the holiday industry in North Cyprus would have 

virtually disappeared.’13  Overwhelmingly, the dual tourist infrastructure on Cyprus forced both North 

and South to concentrate on developing the ‘Sun, Sea and Sand’ holidays that had a proven track 

record in places like Spain and Portugal.  While this was largely an economic decision, it also had an 

important political dimension: promoting an image of ‘Sun, Sea and Sand’ diverted attention away 

                                                 
8 Ironically, it is only now that reconciliation is on the cards that tourist numbers are dropping. This is due to an overall downturn 
in international tourism since the events of 11 September 2001, competition from cheaper Mediterranean ‘Sun and Sand’ 
destinations, a fragmentation of the global tourist industry into a number of niche markets, and the negative image of Agia Napa 
generated by British tabloid press and TV shows s uch as ‘Holidays Exposed’ . With such a glut in the market, Cyprus is trying to 
diversify firstly by promoting ecotourism on the Karpas peninsula and in the Trodos mountains, secondly by targeting a 
wealthier clientele through ‘luxury vacations’, and thirdly by promoting off-season tourism from October to May; see Cyprus 
Tourist Organization, ‘Strategic Plan for Tourism 2010’ www.visitcyprus.org.cy/ctoweb/ctowebsite/nsf/Main?OpenFrameSet 
(03/06/04). For general information on tourism development in Cyprus, see A. Andronicou, ‘Tourism in Cyprus’, in Emanuel de 
Kadt, ed. Tourism: Passport to Development? Perspectives on the Social and Cultural Effects of Tourism in Developing 
Countries (London: Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 235-264 and R. Ayres ‘Tourism as a passport to development in small 
states: reflections on Cyprus’, International Journal of Social Economics, Vol. 27, No. 2, 2000, pp. 114-125. For information on 
how  tourism in Cyprus has responded to conflict, see M. Clements, ‘Planning to Tourism Capacity in a Crisis’, Journal of Travel 
Research, Vol. 37, No. 1, 1998, pp. 56-62; M. Clements and A. Georgiou ‘The impact of political instability on a fragile tourism 
product’, Tourism Management, Vol. 19, No. 3, 1998, pp. 283-288; S. Lister, ‘Sunny Cyprus feels the heat as war drums beat’ 
The Times, 10 February 2003, p. 24; D. McGrory, ‘Cyprus protests scare off holidaymakers’ The Times, 29 May 2002, p. 38; 
and J. McMahon, ‘Cyprus’ Rebuilt Tourism Industry Looks to the Future’, Washington Report on the Middle East, September 
1999, pp. 75-77, www.wrmea.com/backissues/0999/9909075.html (02/11/04). 
9  M. Kammas, ‘Tourism Development in Cyprus’, The Cyprus Review, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1991, pp. 7-26; Y. Mansfield and N. Kliot, 
‘The Tourism Industry in the Partitioned Island of Cyprus’, in A. Pizam and Y. Mansfield, eds. Tourism, Crime and International 
Security Issues (Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 1996), pp. 193-197; and D.J. Timothy, Tourism and Political Boundaries 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2001) p. 110.  
10 D. Ioannides and Y. Apostolopolous, ‘Political Instability, War and Tourism in Cyprus: Effects, Management and Prospects for 
Recovery’, Journal of Travel Research, Vol. 38, No. 1, 1999, p. 52. 
11 D. Lockhart, ‘Tourism and Politics: the example of Cyprus’, in D. Lockhart, D. Drakakis-Smith and J. Schembri, eds. The 
Development Process in Small Island States  (London and New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 239. 
12 S. Akis and J. Warner, ‘A descriptive analysis of North Cyprus Tourism’, Tourism Management, Vol. 15, No. 5, 1994, pp. 379-
387; L. Altinay, M. Altinay and H. Ali Bicak, ‘Political Scenarios: the future of the North Cyprus tourism industry’, International 
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, Vol. 14, No. 4, 2002, pp. 176-182; and D. Lockhart and S. Ashton ‘Tourism 
in Northern Cyprus’, Geography, Vol. 75, 1990, p. 163. 
13 D. Lockhart, ‘Tourism and Politics: The example of Cyprus’, p. 237. 
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from the conflict.  Thus, tourists could enjoy a safe and cheap holiday in the sun without ever having 

to encounter ethnic tensions between Greek and Turkish Cypriots.  Even as the Cyprus Tourist 

Organization (CTO) diversified into ‘cultural tourism’ and ‘nature tourism’, this process of erasure was 

maintained.  For many tourists, Cypriot ‘culture’ was experienced in one of two places: in ancient sites 

such as Kourion and Salamis, or in clichéd evenings of ‘local’ song, dance and food at their resort 

hotels.  Nature tourism on Cyprus (e.g. hiking the Kaledonia Trail, swimming with sea turtles off the 

Karpas Peninsula) supplemented that process of erasure by convincing tourists that it was possible to 

‘get away from it all’ by ‘getting back to nature’ in the unspoilt regions of the island.  In both cases, 

tourists never had to confront or learn about the divided island they were vacationing on.   

The problem, of course, is that process of erasure failed.  Just as tourists could not be contained in 

the resort areas around the coast, they could not be prevented from discovering and learning about 

the island’s conflicted history.  As Helen Smith explains,  

Tourists often drive from the island’s coastal resorts to the sun-baked Mesaoria plain for 

the sold purpose of experiencing the capital’s bullet-riddled cease-fire line.  At central 

points of the weed-infested UN buffer zone there are observation posts equipped with 

field glasses for tourists to witness the ‘other side’.  One enterprising Greek Cypriot even 

came up with the idea of charging tourists a pound to throw stones at the ‘Terrible 

Turk’.14 

This paper examines the stories of conflict made available to tourists in Cypriot cultural institutions like 

museums, galleries, exhibits, installations and memorials.  It argues that institutions on both sides of 

the Green Line offer a dominant narrative of partition that reinforces a logic of difference and 

antagonism between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots.  Papadakis has examined how the two 

Museums of Struggle—one in the North and one in the South—offer opposing nationalist stories that 

encourage either a Greek or Turkish identity.15  I want to build on Papadakis’s insights by asking two 

questions: firstly, what happens to such ideologically opposed narratives as the desire for peace and 

reconciliation increases; and secondly, how does tourism participate in this transformation?  The 

pressures for peace and reconciliation are not new in Cyprus, and many bi-communal groups have 

been mobilizing and encouraging cross-ethnic contact throughout the time of partition.  Indeed, these 

efforts have always disrupted the dominant narrative of partition: ‘cross-ethnic contacts in the UN 

Buffer Zone, though not always escaping the official frame of recognition, have the capacity to take 

the steam out of the rhetorical claims of the Greek-Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot regimes.’16  The 

general push for reconciliation gained ground in the late 1990s as full membership in the European 

Union (EU) became the key to solving the Cypriot conflict.  This was clarified in the recent Annan Plan 

which proposed that the entire island of Cyprus would become a full member of the EU on 1 May 

                                                 
14 H. Smith, ‘Cyprus’ 
15 Y. Papadakis, ‘The National Struggle Museums of a Divided City’, Ethnic and Racial Studies, Vol. 17, No. 3, 1994, pp. 400-
419. 
16 C. Constantinou and Y. Papadakis, ‘The Cypriot State(s) in situ’, p. 74; see also B. Broome ‘Inter-Communal Contacts Help 
Build Links for Future in Cyprus’, World Report on Middle East Affairs, Vol. 18, No. 6, 1999, pp. 69-71.  
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2004.17  Indeed, as the chief EU negotiator explained, ‘EU accession was meant to be a catalyst for a 

Cyprus solution.’18  However, in the referendum on 24 April 2004, 75 per cent of Greek Cypriots 

rejected the Plan, while 65 percent of Turkish-Cypriots accepted it.19  Many, including the EU 

Enlargement Commissioner Gunther Verheugen, argued that the Greek Cypriots voted ‘No’ because 

they didn’t want to jeopardize their tourist revenue by allowing greater competition from a redeveloped 

North.20  Verheugen’s claim is worth pursuing further because it relies on the idea that a ‘dual tourist 

infrastructure’ still persists.  In actual fact, his claim makes little sense since tourists have always 

enjoyed some freedom of movement on the island, often with one day or three day passes to the 

other side. 21  Moreover, since April 2003 when the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) 

conceded to ‘Freedom of Movement’, tourists and locals have been able to cross the Green Line at 

three designated checkpoints—Ledra Palace, Pyla and Famagusta. 22  

In this context of ‘Freedom of Movement’, what happens to those cultural institutions that offer 

ideologically incarcerated versions of Cypriot history from either a Turkish or Greek perspective?  How 

do these institutions respond to pressures from the EU, UNFICYP and other international bodies who 

privilege discourses of tolerance, diversity and multiculturalism?  Cyprus now finds itself on a difficult 

threshold: because its cultural institutions offer such an entrenched ‘dissonant heritage’, it is difficult to 

see how a consensual account of the island’s history could be expressed.23  This is partly because, as 

many critics have argued, places like museums and memorials are important sites for the 

dissemination of national ideology.24  Visitors are interpellated into passive subject positions and 

encouraged to accept the dominant narrative on offer.  This often includes sympathizing with innocent 

victims, identifying with brave national heroes, and demonizing, vilifying and dehumanizing the 

enemy.  Certainly since the mid 1990s, many established museums have corrected their old-

fashioned didactic narratives with more democratic values of diversity, multiculturalism, equality and 

tolerance. 25  In divided societies like Cyprus however, this respect for cultural difference has not 

reached its cultural institutions.  By and large, Cypriot museums and memorials do not offer stories of 

diversity and cooperation; rather, they offer a dominant narrative of partition in which two hermetically 

sealed communities are forever locked in a relationship of antagonism and violence.  

                                                 
17 G. Wright, ‘Annan puts forward new Cyprus proposals’ The Guardian, 29 March 2004, online only, see 
www.guardian.co.uk/cyprus/story/0,,1180530,00.html (25/02/06); see also T. Diez, ‘Introduction: Cyprus and the European 
Union as a political and theoretical problem’ in T. Diez, ed., The European Union and the Cyprus Conflict, pp. 1-13. 
18 H. Smith, ‘Cyprus’, The Observer, ‘Travel’, 2 May 2004. 
19 D. Howden, ‘Varosha doomed to rot away in a lonely Mediterranean paradise’ The Independent, 26 April 2004, p. 23 and S. 
Castle ‘EU throws North Cyprus a lifeline’ The Independent, 29 April 2004, p. 22. 
20  D. Howden, ‘Varosha doomed to rot away’ and M. Jansen, ‘Rebuke from EU ahead of Cyprus Vote’ Irish Times, 24 April 
2004, p. 10. 
21 M. Farquarson, M ‘Site Seeing’, The Independent, 17 April 2004, p.3; see also Kliot and Mansfield, ‘The Political Landscape 
of Cyprus’, p. 505. 
22 M. Dubin, Rough Guide to Cyprus, p. 20; Farquarson, ‘Site Seeing’, and B. West ‘Crossing the Line’, The Guardian, ‘Travel’ 
14 September 2002, p.8 
23 J.E. Turnbridge and G.J. Ashworth, Dissonant Heritage: the management of the past as a resource in conflict (London: John 
Wiley and Sons, Ltd, 1996). The problem of ‘dissonant heritage’ was crystallised in the Annan Plan which spelled out the 
obstacles to political rec onciliation (e.g. the return of refugees, the issue of compensation, full EU membership) but was much 
less clear on the obstacles to cultural reconciliation. 
24 T. Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London and New York: Routledge, 1995) and T. Luke, 
Museum Politics: Power Plays at the Exhibition (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002). 
25 For more information on the changing function of museums with respect to cultural difference, see I. Karp and S.D. Levine, 
eds., Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1991) and S. McDonald and G. Fyfe, eds. Theorizing Museums: Representing Identity and Diversity in a Changing World 
(Oxford: Blackwell and the Sociological Review, 1996). 
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How, then, do tourists interact with this dominant message of partition?  Moreover, how are the 

culture industries in Cyprus responding to the active desires of increasingly conspicuous ‘political 

tourists’ who want to learn about the recent conflict?  While the recent literature on ‘Dark Tourism’—

visiting sites of death, disaster and conflict—offers an initial way to frame these developments, I do 

not think it adequately takes account of the cultural role that tourism plays in divided societies 

emerging from protracted ethnic and civil conflict.26  Certainly, governments, tourist agencies and 

businesses in divided societies focus on the economic gains to be made any form of tourism—even 

forms they consider ‘ghoulish’ or ‘voyeuristic’.  But how does tourism in divided societies function 

outside of these constraining economic indicators?  To what extent are tourists encouraged to 

encounter sites of recent violence, and how do they make sense of installations that continue to offer 

‘dissonant heritage’ and do not respect cultural difference?  Moreover, does the increasing presence 

of political tourists—coupled with pressures for reconciliation—encourage new articulations of 

tolerance and diversity in Cyprus?  To get at these questions, I want to examine the dominant 

narrative of partition on offer in comparable cultural institutions in both the TRNC and in the Republic 

of Cyprus.  

2. The North—Obsolete Propaganda 
While the international community was delivering aid to help the South build up its tourist 

infrastructure after 1974, it was simultaneously boycotting Northern Cyprus.  As a result, the North 

was forced to turn its attention to mainland Turkey in order to generate tourist revenue. 27  After 

partition, Turkish visitors vacationed at the comparatively empty beach resorts of Khyrenia and 

Famagusta which had recently been vacated by Greek-Cypriots who fled to the South.  As part of the 

1974 agreement however, all visitors were banned from the resort of Varosha which was put (and 

remains) under UN control.28  Since partition, the established tourist circuit between Turkey and 

Cyprus has included an important cultural element: obligatory visits to two museums that establish 

and reinforce Turkey’s historical claim to Cyprus.  Visitors from Turkey are encouraged to see the 

Museum of Struggle, and the Museum of Barbarism in Nicosia so they can learn about the bravery, 

courage and resilience of both Turkish soldiers and Turkish Cypriots.  These two museums do not shy 

away from the violent details of the conflict, but rather document, commemorate and eulogize that 

violence by demonizing Greeks and Greek Cypriots.  The main publicity document for the Museum of 

Struggle makes the ideological position of the TNRC clear: ‘The museum was built for the purpose of 

immortalizing, displaying and teaching the generations ahead the conditions under which the Turkish 

                                                 
26 The ‘Dark Tourism’ literature includes J. Lennon and M. Foley, Dark Tourism: The Attraction of Death and Disaster (London: 
Continuum, 2000); A.V. Seaton, ‘From Thanatopsis to Thanatourism: Guided by the Dark’, Journal of International Heritage 
Studies, Vol. 2, No. 2, 1996, pp. 234-244; V.L. Smith, ‘War and Tourism: An American Ethnography’, Annals of Tourism 
Research, Vol. 25, No. 1, 1998, pp. 202-227 and ‘War and its Tourist Attractions’, in A. Pizam and Y. Mansfield eds., Tourism, 
Crime and International Security Issues. My initial critique of this literature is elaborated upon in D. Lisle, ‘Defending Voyeurism: 
Dark Tourism and the Problem of Global Security’ in Pete Burns and Marina Novelli, eds., Tourism and Politics: Local 
Frameworks and Global Realities (London: Pergamon / Elesevier Advances in Tourism Research Series, forthcoming 2006).  
27 D. Lockhart, ‘Tourism in Northern Cyprus: patterns, policies and prospects’, Tourism Management, Vol. 15, No. 5, 1994, p. 
373 and D.J. Timothy, Tourism and Political Boundaries, pp. 22-3. 
28 A. Chrisafis, ‘Divided They Stand’, The Guardian, ‘G2’, 1 March 2002, p. 2; Howden, ‘Varosha doomed to rot away’; and J. 
Huggler,’Sign of life in a Ghost Town: Frontline Varosha, Cyprus’, The Independent, ‘News’, 6 May 1999, p. 16. 
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Cypriot people struggled for their cause from 1955 till the present.’29  This museum itself unfolds 

chronologically and mixes commemorative images (e.g. paintings and photographs of war heroes) 

with conventional conflict displays (e.g. cabinets full of labelled guns and weapons).  The propaganda 

here is explicit: Greek Cypriot enemies are described as ‘Bloodthirsty’ and ‘Murderous’ and their 

attacks on Turkish Cypriots as ‘genocide’.  The organized displays work to justify the Turkish military 

operation of 1974 as a necessary ‘peace operation’ to protect Turkish Cypriots from a feared 

unification with Greece.  The museum concludes with a classic juxtaposition: a wall of remembrance 

covered in pictures of fallen Turkish Cypriot heroes directly across from a modern photo montage of 

Turkish Cypriot life since 1974 which depicts only success, prosperity and happiness.  The museum 

leaves visitors with a clear message: ‘these martyrs died to give you freedom’.  Similar claims are 

made in the Museum of Barbarism, a suburban house in Nicosia in which a Turkish-Cypriot family 

were ‘ruthlessly and brutally killed in the bathroom where they tried to hide, by savage Greeks.’30  The 

house has been preserved in tact, and visitors are confronted with the framed bulletholes from the 

massacre, the blood stains in the bathtub where the victims were left, and a display case with the 

bloodstained clothes of the victims.  While the gruesome artefacts of the museum are explained with 

emotive images and language (i.e. innocent children killed in a genocide), many of the displays are 

constructed through a documentary trope.  For example, the walls and rooms without bullet holes are 

covered with magnified newspaper clippings of the massacre taken from international sources (e.g. 

The Daily Express, Le Figaro). 

How, then, do non-Turkish foreign tourists make sense of these exhibits?  Government officials such 

as Ilkay Feridun, the Director of Antiquities and Museums, maintain that foreign tourists are simply not 

interested:  

the foreign tourists especially prefer to walk around in the old city of Nicosia and see the 

civil architecture and the museums.  Mostly the tourists want to come to the Selimiye 

area, and the cultural centre … but the Barbalik Museum [Museum of Barbarism] is 

outside the city area… the foreign tourists especially prefer the old city of Nicosia rather 

than go to the Museum of Struggle or other museums.  But natives and tourists coming 

from Turkey especially prefer to go there. 31  

Feridun’s comments are reflected by the custodian of the Museum of Barbarism, Muruvvet Ilhan: ‘We 

don’t bring foreign tour groups to see it since they get a sense it is propaganda and resent being 

taken here.  But no Turk visits the island who doesn’t come here.’32  Indeed, Lennon and Foley argue 

that while a few tourists are attracted to sites like the Museum of Barbarism and the Dead Zone, these 

places are ‘officially ignored and discouraged by the authorities.’33  They go on to echo the curator’s 

claim that non-Turkish visitors find these museums too biased: ‘tourism publications, promotional 

                                                 
29 Museum of National Struggle Public Relations Department, Milli Mücadele Müzesi / The Museum of National Struggle 
(Nicosia, no date).  
Museum of National Struggle: n.d.:4) 
30 Department of Antiquities and Museums, Museum of Barbarism (pamphlet, no date) 
31 I. Feridun, Director of Antiquities and Museums, Nicosia, TRNC, personal interview 21 June 2004. 
32 S. Bryant, ‘Museum of Barbarism Recalls Cyprus’s Bloody Past’, Reuters, 22 January 2002, see  International Coordinating 
Committee ‘Justice for Cyprus’ http://news.peska.net/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=264 (02/11/04) 
33 J. Lennon and M. Foley, Dark Tourism, p. 141. 
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materials and attraction descriptions often offer unusual political inserts and references to the military 

intervention that are clearly ideological in their references to the period of partition and conflict.’34 

These comments reveal, I think, a number of problematic assumptions about the intersections of 

tourism and conflict in Cyprus.  Firstly, the TRNC’s official claims that tourists are not interested in 

visiting sites of conflict requires some unpacking.  It is certainly the case that the North is not as 

equipped as the South to deal with the casual ‘day tourist’: visitor information is ‘haphazard’ and hard 

to reach, many of the ancient monuments are closed, and ‘the way to individual attractions is not well 

marked’.35  However, these shortcomings do not stop the increasing number of tourists from the 

South passing through the Ledra Palace Gate and spending the day in the North of the city.  While 

Feridun is right that most foreign tourists are interested in the ancient monuments, an increasing 

number of these day-trippers make their way to the two established Struggle and Barbarism 

museums, wander along the walls of the Dead Zone, and visit the Sehitlik Martyrs Memorial to the 

‘unarmed and defenceless victims of Greek thugs’.36  Secondly, Lennon and Foley’s argument that 

official messages are ‘clearly ideological’ is both limited and banal: which museum doesn’t present an 

outlook that is ‘clearly ideological’?  Even ‘impartial’ and ‘balanced’ installations about conflict are 

constructed within a discourse of nationalism that celebrates ‘our’ heroes and victims and demonises 

a named enemy.  Lennon and Foley seem to think there is some other way to represent conflict that 

escapes this ‘selective interpretation’, and if the TRNC would only embrace this more ‘objective’ 

alternative, they would attract more international tourists.  This seems to be beside the point: it should 

come as no surprise that propaganda and entrenched ideological messages exist in the cultural 

institutions of the TRNC.  What needs to be addressed, however, is the extent to which those 

messages are being reinforced by official rhetoric, or whether they are becoming obsolete in a context 

of reconciliation and freedom of movement for both locals and tourists.  Thirdly, Lennon and Foley 

assume that visitors simply accept the ideological messages on offer in these museums, and thus any 

tourist attraction pertaining to the conflict acts as ‘a silent sentinel guarding against reunification and 

reconciliation.’37  At no point do they acknowledge that visitors—Turks, Cypriots, foreign tourists—

might be more active and critical in their interpretations, and might acknowledge the obsolescence of 

these messages in a context of reconciliation.  Indeed, Papadakis offers just such an alternative 

reading of these museums in his recent critical ethnography of Nicosia: ‘I never saw anything as 

disturbing.  Disturbing for what Greek Cypriots had done then and for what Turkish Cypriots were 

doing now—the hatred this museum would incite.’38  To be sure, Papadakis identifies what is most 

disturbing and offensive about these institutions, but unlike Lennon and Foley, he is not a passive 

consumer of these ideological messages.  Instead, he reflects on his own received history as a Greek 

Cypriot, laments the cycle of violence that such institutional narratives perpetuate, and demonstrates 

how all Cypriots—both Turkish and Greek—suffer when such propaganda is allowed to flourish.   

                                                 
34 J. Lennon and M. Foley, Dark Tourism, p. 136. 
35 M. Dubin, Rough Guide to Cyprus, pp. 293-307. 
36 M. Dubin, Rough Guide to Cyprus, p. 300. 
37 J. Lennon and M. Foley, Dark Tourism, p. 141. 
38 Y. Papadakis, Echoes from the Dead Zone, p. 85. 
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To what extent, then, are officials in the TNRC aware that such strident messages of propaganda run 

counter to the prevailing direction of reconciliation?  There is a begrudging acknowledgement by 

Feridun that these museums may not survive in their current form: ‘The name, certainly, is something 

that can be debated in the future… but even if there is an agreement the truth cannot be erased.’39  

During his fieldwork in northern Nicosia, Papadakis detected a more fulsome acknowledgement of the 

incompatibility between the propaganda of the Museum of Struggle and the forces of reconciliation.  

Indeed, the curator seemed almost embarrassed that the museum was ‘out-of-step’ with the 

prevailing political and cultural mood in Cyprus.40  As pressures for reconciliation increase, it is 

unclear how these museums might continue to commemorate Turkish-Cypriot victims in ways that 

would not become propaganda.  Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a united Cyprus that would condone 

museums such as these that reinforce and reproduce such uncritical and ideologically explicit 

narratives.  How, then, do Cypriots represent the traumatic events of their past without contravening 

the larger goal of reconciliation?  How do they commemorate ethnic violence while simultaneously 

fostering peace?  The need to address these questions is becoming much more urgent as the 

material artefacts of the Museum of Barbarism are decaying.  The entire purpose of the museum is to 

show visitors the evidence of a Turkish-Cypriot family being massacred by Greek-Cypriots, but the 

blood stains on the bathtub are hardly visible, and the blood stains on the clothes have almost 

completely faded.  What remains is a suburban house full of bullet holes whose raison d’etre is 

disappearing both materially and politically.  Curators and officials now face the difficult question of 

whether this museum has a purpose without its key material artefacts.  A similar dilemma is currently 

being faced by the curators at Auchwitz-Birkenau over the two tons of human hair shorn from victims 

of the Holocaust.  Should every effort be made to preserve the hair—one of the most “shocking and 

unusually suggestive” installations at the site—or should the hair be buried, as some devout Jewish 

authorities suggest?41  

3. The South—Erasure and Nostalgia 
Lennon and Foley argue that ‘What is on offer on either side of this border is a twin reflection of a 

shared past: in a most literal form the interpretive display offers a ‘mirror’ image of a dark past on 

either side’.42  The problem with Lennon and Foley’s analysis is that it effaces important differences in 

how both Cypriot communities display their experiences of conflict.  Because most tourists to the 

South—especially package tourists—confine themselves to beach resorts and ancient cultural 

monuments, their engagement with the history of conflict is minimal.  Aside from noticing that the map 

from the CTO marks the North as ‘inaccessible’, and reading a short entry in the Cyprus Travellers 

Handbook, it is entirely possible that visitors on package holidays could spend one or two weeks on 

the island and not encounter any signs or remnants of the conflict.  As Maria Georgiadou of the CTO 

explains, this lack of engagement serves the economic goals of the CTO nicely; ‘Tourism was 

                                                 
39 S. Bryant, ‘Museum of Barbarism Recalls Cyprus’s Bloody Past’ 
40 Y. Papadakis, personal interview, 22 June 2004. 
41 Auschwitz -Birkenau Memorial and Museum, ‘Preserving Original Camp Relics: Philosophy, Theory and Practice’ 16 February 
2004, www.auschwitz.org.pl/html/eng/aktualnosci/news_big.php?id=602 (20/02/06); E. Williamson and B. Davis, ‘Auschwitz 
Repairs Force Tough Debate Over Preservation’, National Trust Magazine, 4 October 2002, 
www.nationaltrust.org/Magazine/archives/arch_story?100402.htm (20/02/06). 
42 J. Lennon and M. Foley, Dark Tourism, p. 137. 
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affected by the 1974 partition, but the conflict is over, division is present but tourism happens in areas 

outside this division. It doesn’t affect the everyday life of tourists.  In Agia Napa they have 40,000 

beds, but they don’t feel the conflict at all.’43  Unlike the two museums in the North, the museums and 

cultural institutions in the South do not directly engage in, or represent, struggles between Greek and 

Turkish Cypriots. One would hope to find some information in the South’s own Museum of Struggle 

which was re-opened in 2001, and currently receives about 40,000 visitors each year.44  But this 

museum only covers the Greek-Cypriot anti-colonial struggle against the British between 1955 and 

independence in 1960.  As the curator of the museum makes clear, this narrative of national struggle 

draws heavily from the language of liberation: ‘They [the British] oppress people, they wanted to have 

us under their control, they didn’t want to give us our liberty… all over the world.  Everybody knows 

the way the British face these problems, and from where they left, they left behind problems.’45  By 

ending the story with independence in 1960, the museum does not have to confront the more recent 

ethnic struggles between Greek and Turkish Cypriots.  Rather, it places blame for the current Cypriot 

conflict on the legacy of British colonialism which used the main technique of ‘divide and rule’ and 

then left the island to sort out its own ethnic struggles after independence in 1960. 46  The Museum of 

Struggle suggests that the anti-colonial struggle against the British was much more straightforward 

than the ethnic conflicts that erupted after independence—a message that is embedded in the 

museum design itself.  Certainly the formal elements of the museum are all contemporary (i.e. 

minimalist architecture dominated by glass and steel), but the museology is very conventional.  In this 

sense, the open-plan structure seems at odds with the rigorously categorised everyday objects on 

display (clothing, guns, utensils, diaries), black and white documentary photography and enlarged 

newspaper columns celebrating Greek Cypriot resistance.  

It is not difficult to see that by refusing to engage with post-independence conflict between Greek and 

Turkish Cypriots, the Museum of Struggle handcuffs the more general mode of erasure to a common 

form of nostalgia for a ‘good’ war, and a ‘just’ war.  The Greek -Cypriot anti-colonial struggle against 

the British is morally much easier to frame within traditional ‘oppressor / oppressed’ categories than 

the more recent ethnic conflict with Turkish Cypriots.  By focusing on the ‘good war’, the museum 

aligns itself with other anti-colonial struggles around the world and asks visitors to condemn the 

British oppressors.  Many visitors duly comply as the narrative of national liberation—especially in our 

current political climate—is especially compelling.  For example, the Museum’s guestbook is full of 

messages such as the following entry from Iraqi visitors: ‘Yet another example of a national struggle, 

yet another example of British cruelty, yet again people’s freedom prevails. Long live Cyprus, long live 

the people of Cyprus.  Freedom to all oppressed people on planet earth!’ 47  However, by placing 

Greek-Cypriots in the position of the oppressed and thus justifying their resistance against the British, 

the museum works to subtly frame more recent conflicts with Turkish Cypriots.  The combination of 

                                                 
43 M. Georgiadou, Cyprus Tourist Organization, Nicosia, Republic of Cyprus, personal interview, 23 June 2004.   
44 T. Sophocleous, Curator of the Museum of Struggle, Nicosia, Republic of Cyprus, personal interview, 22 June, 2004. 
45 T. Sophocleous, personal interview. 
46 T. Sophocleous, personal interview. 
47 Museum of Struggle, Guestbook entry from Lana, Meda and Nahar, 25 August 2003. 
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victimization and heroism is powerful here, and it is easy to see how visitors might cast Turkey, rather 

than Britain, in the role of the oppressor.  As Penny Tyler from London illustrates, 

I am very saddened but not surprised by the behaviour of the British during the 1950s. 

How dare we assume authority over a land that is not our own! How dare we kill those 

whose only wish was this land to be Greek! In Britain our education system has failed to 

cover this atrocity, and as a result very few people know about what we did here. I hope 

that on the 30th anniversary this summer of the invasion by the Turks will be a time when 

we read in our national press that the Greek Cypriots have been treated terribly over the 

years by the British and the Turks too acknowledge their part  so that one day very soon 

Cyprus will be one strong yet peaceful island, governed by people who truly represent 

the voice of the island” (my italics).48 

The complicated discursive framing of the Museum of Struggle appears to further the CTO’s preferred 

discourse of erasure.  But as tourist responses reveal, the conflict is always present, haunting any 

‘official’ attempt to conceal it within a story of national liberation or bury it in nostalgia.  In places like 

the Famagusta Gulf View Point—a strange space on the East Coast of Cyprus that combines a 

lookout point across the Green Line with a zoo—the discourse of erasure is punctured explicitly.  In a 

special room dedicated to the ‘Cyprus Problem’, visitors can encounter the kind of emotive language 

and propaganda offered in the two museums in the North:  

July 20th 1974: Turkey invades Cyprus to satisfy its expansionist designs.  She violates 

all principles of justice and morality… Her aim is to divide, to loot, to conquer, to destroy. 

There was wailing and screaming that month.  Faces were frozen with pain.  No more 

smiles on innocent children’s faces.  The invaders loot, rape, murder, uproot and 

desecrate… The invaders show no respect for the island’s cultural heritage.  Churches 

are demolished, tombs are desecrated, antiquities are being exported and sold… Right 

on the threshold of the 21st Century a defenceless island is divided by the might of 

military weapons and Turkey’s expansionist aims.49  

Gone are the valiant heroes of a struggle for national liberation—they have been replaced by the most 

powerful subject of all, the victim.  A more subtle framing of victimization is on offer at the top of 

Lidhra Street, the main commercial thoroughfare in Nicosia.  Here, tourists can climb the official 

Lookout and gaze across the Dead Zone, and then visit a small installation commemorating those 

who have gone missing during partition.  While there is a short written explanation for visitors, the 

memorial is dominated by enlarged black and white photographs signifying victimization: crying 

children, surrendering civilians, weeping wives holding photographs of loved ones, and citizens being 

rounded up by authorities.  [Fig. 2: ‘Missing’]. 

                                                 
48 Museum of Struggle, Guestbook entry from Penny Tyler, 21 June, 2004.  
49 Famagusta Gulf View Point / Garden of Eden, Don’t Forget (pamphlet in English and Turkish, no date). 
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Figure 2—‘Missing’ (photograph by author) 

The overwhelming combination of erasure and victimisation in the south provides a compelling 

contrast to the two museums in the North.  It is not that there is no evidence of propaganda or bias in 

the South; rather, it is that the dominant framing of the conflict generates complex modes of 

avoidance.  As a result, the cultural institutions in the South carefully position the community as ready 

for reconciliation because they are not, for the most part, obsessed with re-living the conflict.  It 

follows, then, that the North is holding up the process because they—and their cultural institutions—

continue to blame the Greek-Cypriots for the conflict.  

4. Political Tourism and Reconciliat ion 
While the tourist industry in Cyprus has benefited from increased freedom of movement since April 

2003, neither side is quite sure how to harness political tourists who are interested in learning about 

the conflict.  Because the tourist market in the South is much larger and more diversified however, it is 

possible to detect a fledgling niche market of political tourism that runs directly counter to its primary 

modes of erasure and nostalgia.  As the curator of the Leventis museum in Nicosia acknowledges, 

many visitors on one and two week package tours to coastal resorts make day trips into the capital, 

often with the express interest of seeing the Green Line and the Buffer Zone in person.50  Moreover, 

the Rough Guide to Cyprus insists, ‘the barrier exercises a morbid fascination on visitors as well as 

locals.  You find yourself drifting towards it again and again, trying to follow its length, peering through 

chinks when out of sight of the Greek, Turkish or UN checkpoints.’51  One of the best opportunities for 

tourists to encounter the Green Line is with the official Walking Tours of Nicosia organized by the 

                                                 
50 L. Hadjigavriel, Curator of the Leventian Museum, Nicosia, Republic of Cyprus, personal interview, 24 June 2004. 
51 M. Dubin, Rough Guide to Cyprus, p. 253. 
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Cyprus Tourist Guides Association (CTGA) and led by Titina Louizides.  Louizides is famous in her 

own right for being the first Greek-Cypriot refugee to win compensation from the European Court of 

Human Rights, but she is also President of the CTGA, and has been instrumental in forcing the tourist 

industry to embrace cross-border initiatives such as the sharing of big international tour groups and 

co-operative tour-guide training programmes.  For Louizides, the Green Line is one of the most 

important motivations for tourists to come to Nicosia:  

[the tourists] are definitely interested because it is different from most things they have 

seen.  But it is also different from what they expected—they say you can only understand 

it when you see it in person… Whether you like it or not, the Green Line is there, and you 

cannot ignore it.  It is always a point of reference for us.  The line comes in repeatedly 

with respect to all walks of life.  We cannot ignore our history, and we cannot ignore the 

physicality of the Green Line itself—you cannot avoid talking about it. It has an effect on 

the population, on the development of the line, on the use of buildings along the line, on 

the commercial sphere, on the future of Nicosia.  The Walking Tours are about the 

everyday life in Nicosia, and how it has been affected by the Green Line and the 

division. 52 

Tourists on these Walking Tours get a much different experience of the conflict than they do at the 

Museum of Struggle.  Loizides openly engages with the contemporary conflict and helps tourists to 

understand how the Green Line came to characterise contemporary Cyprus.  As she argues, her 

interactions with tourists are guided by a spirit of reconciliation: ‘We also discuss the communication 

that is going on between the two sides, the efforts of bringing people together.’53   

While Louizides’ efforts to educate visitors about the conflict may not be shared by officials in the 

CTO, the municipality of Nicosia has been more accommodating to political tourists.  It has built an 

official Lookout at the top of Lidhra St where tourists can peer into the Dead Zone and see the 

minarets of mosques in the North of the city [Fig. 3: ‘Lookout’].  

                                                 
52 T. Loizides, Cyprus Tour Guide, Nicosia, Republic of Cyprus, personal telephone interview, 24 June 2004. 
53 Loizides, personal interview. 
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Figure 3—Lidhra St. Lookout (photograph by author) 

But the Lookout does not reflect the spirit of reconciliation on offer in Louizides’ Walking Tours.  

Rather, it is dominated by an explicit message in Greek and English—Nothing is gained without 

sacrifices and freedom without blood—and stands beside the Memorial to the Missing.  So while the 

Municipality of Nicosia may cater to political tourists, it does so with the express interest of shaping 

their interpretations in accordance with a pro Greek-Cypriot position.  Local entrepreneurs have been 

quick to cater to this growing market of political tourists, and shops like the ‘Berlin Café’ have opened 

along the Green Line.  It is precisely this potential for economic growth that is alerting the CTO—not 

to mention the EU and the UN—to the potential benefits of political tourism.  One of the major aspects 

of UNFICYP’s ‘normalization mandate’ is the commercial redevelopment of Lidhra Street which 

includes pushing it through the Dead Zone in order to connect North and South Nicosia.  As one UN 

official explains:  

The major initiative at the moment is to open up Lidhra St. which would be very symbolic 

and visibly it would connect Cyprus.  Now, we have been engaged in trying to push this 

agenda forward for some time.  Both sides are in principle interested in opening it up, but 

there are other issues involved and therefore I think this might take some time. 54 

The opening of Lidhra Street would bolster some of the existing cross-community initiatives in the 

tourist industry such as mixed hotel investment and joint overseas marketing. 55  However, because 

the economic drive for commercial redevelopment is handcuffed to the wider political goals of 

                                                 
54 K. Rajarathinam, Chief of Civil Affairs for UNFICYP, personal interview, 24 June 2004. 
55 T. Dawe, ‘Cyprus should unite to promote historical sites’, ‘Features’, The Times, 14 November 1996, p. 39; K. Rajarathinam, 
personal interview. 
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reconciliation, the opening of Lidhra Street—no matter how potentially profitable—will not happen 

without the agreement of both Greek and Turkish Cypriots.  Because the opening of Lidhra Street is 

dominated by economic and political questions, the cultural aspects of this development have been 

ignored—a process that bolsters the prevailing discourses of erasure and nostalgia.  This 

displacement ignores the potential of political tourism: not only is it a potential source of economic 

growth and profit, it also creates an opportunity for both communities in Cyprus to decide how to 

address and represent the recent past to themselves and to visitors.  This process alone, of deciding 

where and how to represent conflict is integral to any peace and reconciliation process.  In this sense, 

it is necessary to ask whether Cypriots will be content to simply ‘fill up’ the Dead Zone with 

commercial enterprises, or whether they will want to preserve some of this empty space as a 

memorial to 30 years of partition.  

While these difficult questions of commemoration have not been articulated in a majority of cultural 

institutions in Cyprus, the Leventis Municipal Museum marks something of an exception.  The 

intention of the museum is to provi de an inclusive urban history of the entire city of Nicosia, and thus it 

includes artefacts and information from both Greek and Turkish Cypriots.  Although the official 

museum narrative ends with the departure of the British and independence in 1960, it makes one 

direct reference to the current situation in an installation in the opening foyer that places a relief map 

of the walled city of Nicosia in front of a mock UN barrier made of sandbags and discarded oil barrels.  

Unlike the curator of the Museum of Struggle who encourages messages of nostalgia and liberation, 

the curator of the Leventis museum is well aware of both the museum’s failure to address the current 

conflict, and the difficulties the conflict presents with respect to documenting an inclusive history of the 

city.  Currently, the museum registers artefacts and objects under four categories: ‘A’ = antiquity, ‘B’ = 

Medieval and Venetian, ‘C’ = Renaissance and Ottoman, and ‘D’ = British occupation.  But since 

2000, the Board of Trustees for the Museum have added a new category ‘E’ which is collecting and 

registering objects and artefacts since Cypriot independence in 1960.56  In addition, the Leventis 

Foundation has purchased the adjoining building and will begin a project of expansion in 2006 that will 

include displays from more recent Cypriot history (e.g. a photographic archive of Nicosia that dates 

from 1878 and documents the continual construction and rearrangement of the city’s buildings and 

walls).  Moreover, while the permanent collection of the Leventis Museum does not currently address 

the conflict, its temporary exhibits in the community have made explicit overtures in this direction.  

The most successful example of this ‘corrective measure’ was an exhibition entitled Nicosia the 

Divided City staged within the Famagusta Gate in the Eastern part of the city.  Alongside ancient 

images of Nicosians during the Byzantine and Ottoman periods, there were prominent displays of 

modern soldiers guarding UN checkpoints along the Green Line [Fig. 4: Nicosia the Divided City].  

The idea in this exhibition was to show how the historical images of Nicosia are somehow obscured 

behind the present situation which is dominated by soldiers and military personnel.57  The exhibition 

itself was a success in Nicosia and has since travelled to Athens, Luxembourg, London, Moscow and 

New York.  

                                                 
56 L. Hadjugavriel, personal interview. 
57 L. Hadjugavriel, personal interview. 
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Figure 4—'Nicosia the Divided City' organised by the Leventis Municipal Museum of Nicosia.  
(Copyright The Leventis Municipal Museum, Photo Archives 'To MATI' 1991.) 

One of the most perceptive aspects of Nicosia the Divided City was its demonstration that tourists and 

soldiers have always occupied the same space in Nicosia.  Both the municipal forces who protect the 

city’s UN checkpoints (e.g. the lookout at the top of Lidhra St), and the UNFICYP forces who man the 

rest of the checkpoints along the Green Line—including the Ledra Palace checkpoint—are there to 

patrol one of Europe’s most contentious borders.  However, in a bizarre role reversal, they now spend 

much of their time dealing with tourists and visitors rather than preventing skirmishes between Greek 

and Turkish Cypriots.  When UN personnel were interviewed in 2004, this new role was very clear: 

DL: Do you encounter tourists here [at the Ledra Palace Checkpoint]?  

SOLDIER #1: yah, all the time, we basically say ‘you can’t do that!’ They don’t understand 

that you can’t take pictures.  

DL: Who do you see most of in terms of nationalities? 

SOLDIER #2: personally myself I’ve seen more British than anything 

SOLDIER #1: I’ve seen Americans, Australians, Dutch, Swedish, and Germans. 

DL: And do they ever approach you guys? 

ALL: Yeah, all the time (laughter) 

DL: And what kind of questions do they ask you? 
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SOLDIER #2: The usual one has to be ‘Where can we go through to the other side?’  

SOLDIER #3: Yeah, like ‘Can we go through this bit here?’ [referring to the prohibited scrub 

filled Dead Zone across from the Ledra Palace] 

SOLDIER #1: And we have to say ‘get out of the way’ 

DL: So you are basically tour guides in a way 

ALL: Yes, definitely! 

… 

DL: so sometimes you have long conversations with the tourists? 

SOLDIER # 1: I just had a conversation for about 5 minutes with four people from 

Birmingham  

SOLDIER # 2: quarter of an hour is my record  

… 

DL: Do you find yourself having to explain what is happening here? 

SOLDIER # 1: I explain as much as I can about the Turks and the Greeks 

DL: So what kind of things would you say to the tourists?   

SOLDIER # 1: Well, I would say, the Turks and the Greeks had a war back in the 70s, and 

this is where it ended, at this point here. 58 

While these soldiers train for months to deal with local insurgency and outbreaks of ethnic conflict, 

their days on patrol are mostly spent directing tourists and preventing them from taking pictures.  But 

these soldiers are not only tour guides, they are also tourists in a number of ways.  Firstly, for British 

forces at least, a tour in Cyprus is considered a holiday in comparison with other deployments in 

Afghanistan or Iraq.  Secondly, when soldiers get time off from their professional duties, they are 

quickly able to join other British tourists in resort areas such as Paphos or Limassol.59  Moreover, the 

presence of the two permanent British military bases on the island has established a strange 

formation of British sovereignty on the island—are British forces permanent guests, permanent 

tourists, or permanent reminders of an unwanted colonial past?60  

                                                 
58 UN Forces, Personal interview with three UN soldiers (Private Rank), Ledra Palace, 23 June 2004. It was clear during this 
interview that the soldiers were slightly baffled by these tourist activities. As Soldier #2 put it, ‘I’d like to ask the tourists, ‘What’s 
the point of coming on holiday to ask about us?’ I mean, it might just be because I am a soldier, but if I were on holiday in 
somewhere like Cyprus, stuff like this would be the last thing I would be thinking about!’ 
59 British soldiers are not, however, allowed into Ayia Napa on their time off. This restriction was imposed after an infamous 
case in September 1994 when three British Soldiers from the Royal Green Jackets Regiment bludgeoned a Danish woman to 
death in the beach resort; see Michael Theodoulou, ‘Soldiers banned from resort after attack on tourists’, The Times, 7 August 
1997; Clare Longrigg, ‘Behind the Lines’, The Guardian, 27 April 1998, p. 2; UN Forces, personal interview. 
60 O. Richmond and C. Constantinou, ‘The Long Mile of Empire’, pp. 65-84. 
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5. Politicising the narrative of partition 
The current situation in Cyprus—either outdated propaganda in the North or nostalgic erasure in the 

South—has been shown to be insufficient in a context where both locals and tourists can cross the 

partition reasonably freely.  As the drive for reconciliation gains momentum, these radically 

incompatible representations of Cypriot history will become increasingly obsolete.  This is not to say 

that histories of violence and conflict between Turkish and Greek Cypriots should be immediately 

erased in favour of an anodyne display of ‘conflict resolution’.  Rather, it is to suggest that the cultural 

institutions of Cyprus must be jolted out of their current ‘perpetrator/ victim’ framework in order to start 

the difficult process of creating inclusive, diverse and sometimes challenging representations of 

Cypriot history.  In this way, the cultural tourism currently focused on nature resorts and ancient 

monuments will be able to embrace a much more relevant and sustainable narrative that neither stops 

at 1960 nor indulges in simplistic propaganda.  There are already a number of sites within which the 

complex histories of Cyprus are embedded—the most obvious, of course, is the Dead Zone itself.   

Certainly many officials will argue that the way forward for Cyprus is to bulldoze the Dead Zone in 

order to build a prosperous communal future.  I would argue the opposite—that parts of the Dead 

Zone should be preserved so that bi-communal activists, local officials, community groups, 

international organizations, and even political tourists can begin to think about how to represent the 

toll of thirty years of ethnic conflict.  This way, future generations of Cypriots, as well as curious 

tourists, can encounter the legacy of partition and learn about its consequences. 

 


